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......... The internment in Groningen Internment Camp in neutral Holland
is not as terrible as the name may have suggested.  These 3 reservists
outfits were men of Collingwood, Benbow and Hawke Battalion of the
First Royal Naval Brigade under the command of Commodore Henderson;
part of the Royal Naval Division that was composed of the 1st, 2nd and
3rd Royal Naval Brigade put to the defence of the fortified city of Antwerp.

 When the future Colony Commissioner was interned in October 1914
together over 1,500 of his British colleagues, they were accommodated in
wooden barracks in the so-called English Camp situated behind the prison
at that time (currently the Mesdag Clinic) at the Hereweg.  They called it
'Timbertown' themselves.

Soon it became obvious that something had to be done to prevent
demoralisation of the British troops.  A daily routine was meticulously
clung to: exercise, march and practice.  Furthermore present qualities
were utilised as much as possible.

Therefore numerous clubs were erected in which music, drama, crafts
and especially sports were practised.  The cabaret company 'Timbertown
Follies' was very well known.  There was rehearsal space within the camp
and workshops for the carpenters, furniture makers, tailors and
electricians.  Furthermore there were classrooms, a small church, a post
office and a large recreation room.

Not all British servicemen wanted to stay at the camp for as long as
the war was to go on.  Despite security there were several successful
attempted escapes in 1915.  A few Groningen inhabitants were even
imprisoned on account of aiding such attempts.

Later the escapes were stopped because the Dutch and British
government came to an agreement.  The British received the right to
regularly 'go on leave' to the centre of Groningen; sometimes the
inhabitants complained of their alcohol abuse.  Even later they received
visitation rights allowing them, by word of honour and under certain
conditions, to go to England for four weeks (often prolonged to eight weeks).

Also more and more contacts with the people of
Groningen were established.  A lot of the British

internees became regular family friends of families
from Groningen and there were courtships and

marriages with Dutch girls.

Already at an early stage the interned were asked to become involved in
the daily labour process, on a voluntary basis and as much as possible in the
area of their original civilian profession.  Next to getting out of the rut of military
existence, this offered possibilities for more social activities and more pay.

For hiring these interned the Dutch government gave out special permits
to them.  In 1915 the British were put to work at, among others, machine factories
and ship building yards in the province of Groningen.

In the city of Groningen the interned had jobs in several small businesses.
Next to this during the harvest season many farms, bothered by a dire shortage
of staff due to the mobilisation, received help from the British interned.

On 11 November 1918 the truce was signed and as soon as 15 November
900 British left for England via Rotterdam.  There were already 300 men on
leave in England and the British working outside the camp were to leave later.
Commodore Henderson and 50 of his men remained to settle camp business.
The English Camp was officially terminated per 1 January 1919.

Our future Colony Commissioner together with his fellow internees
returned to England and soon he set sail to the Far East where two years later
he succeed Lt. Col. Bowen (formerly Major Bowen of the 1st Hong Kong Troop)
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